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The Menus and Meals That Make Magic Memories

I REMEMBER MY FIRST HOT LUNCH AT SCHOOL. I WAS IN THE FIRST GRADE AT WESTLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN REDFORD, MICH. I purchased a meal ticket (which was a black domino) early in the morning before the start of school and later waited in the lunch line to trade it for a hot dog lunch. The hot dog bun was warm, the accompanying corn was buttery and the sliced peaches and carton of milk were both chilled. Delicious! I’ll never forget this 50+-year-old memory, because this was the day I fell in love with school lunch!

A lot has changed in the years since I enjoyed my first school lunch, but one thing has stayed the same: Each day, school nutrition professionals across the country create special school lunch memories for students by serving beautiful, delicious foods that kids love. What do these meals mean to our students? The food served in school shows our caring, it is calming, and it is critical for student success!

Caring for people with food is one of my personal love languages, and if you work in school nutrition, it’s sure to be one of yours as well! Taking care of others’ nutritional needs by preparing and serving food is one of the most caring things we can do for our families, friends and our students. Food is also calming. When students experience hunger, it becomes all-consuming and distracting. The only way to flip the hunger switch is by eating. The school meals and snacks served to students help calm those mind and body distractions, allowing them to focus on learning and not on rumbling tummies. The research is clear: Hungry kids cannot learn, so it's critical that all students have access to healthy meals to achieve success in the classroom every day.

Some of my favorite foods are simple—peanut butter and dairy items like milk, cheese and yogurt—but I consider myself a foodie, happily embracing a diverse array of foods, and I am always open to discovering new items. While kids have their own familiar go-tos, schools are a great place to introduce flavor experiences that may become future favorites! And there’s no better place for you to discover new recipes and concepts to share with students than at SNA’s Annual National Conference (ANC) in Denver this summer. At ANC, you’ll find all the tools and resources you need to serve up new school lunch memories for your students. Check anc.schoolnutrition.org for program updates and registration details, and I hope you’ll join me to “Reach Higher” in Denver, July 9-11! SN
KIDS GO WILD FOR PIZZA

We've got what you need to feed their pizza cravings!

With products like our Stuffed Crust Pizza, MaxStix, Pizza Quesadillas, Calzones, and more, Conagra Foodservice has you covered. Our pre-portioned, individually frozen products are easy to prepare, with little topping loss, saving you time while providing menu versatility and the great taste kids crave.

We're here to serve you!

For More Information
Call or go Online:
1-800-357-6543
www.conagrafoodservice.com